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abstract

We discuss the explicit construction of non

type II1 representations and relative modular

spectral triples of the noncommutative 2-torus

Aα, provided α is a (special kind of) Liouville

number, where the nontrivial modular struc-

ture plays a crucial role.

For such representations, we briefly discuss the

appropriate Fourier analysis, by proving the anal-

ogous of many of the classical known theorems

in Harmonic Analysis such as the Riemann-

Lebesgue Lemma, the Hausdorff-Young The-

orem, and the Lp-convergence results such as

these associated to the Cesaro means (i.e. the

Fejer theorem) and the Abel means reproduc-

ing the Poisson kernel. We show how those

Fourier transforms ”diagonalise” appropriately

some examples of the Dirac operators associ-

ated to the previous mentioned spectral triples.



Finally, we outline the description (which is

contained in a work in progress) of a deformed

generalisation of ”Fredholm module”, i.e. a

suitably deformed commutator of the ”phase”

of the involved Dirac operator with elements

of a subset which, depending on the cases un-

der consideration, is either a dense ˚-algebra

or an essential operator system, of the (repre-

sentation of the) C˚-algebra associated to the

quantum manifold under consideration. This

definition of deformed Fredholm module is new

even in the usual cases associated to a trace

and could provide other, hopefully interesting,

applications.

The present talk is based on the following pa-

pers:

[1] F. Fidaleo and L. Suriano: Type III repre-

sentations and modular spectral triples for



the noncommutative torus, J. Funct. Anal.

275 (2018), 1484-1531.

[2] F. Fidaleo: Fourier analysis for type III

representations of the noncommutative torus,

J. Fourier Anal. Appl. 25 (201), 2801-

2835.

[3] F. Ciolli and F. Fidaleo: Type III modu-

lar spectral triples and deformed Fredholm

modules, work in preparation.

introduction

For any irrational rotation number α, it is well

known that the noncommutative torus Aα must

have representations π such that the gener-

ated von Neumann algebra πpAαq2 is of type III.



For A2α (the factor 2 is inserted only for mat-

ter of convenience), we briefly outline how to

construct such no II1 representations, at least

when α is Liouville number.

The idea is to look at C8 diffeomorphisms f of

the unit circle T with rotation number, ρpf q “
2α. By Denjoy theorem, f is conjugate to the

rotation R2α of the angle 4πα:

f “ hf ˝R2α ˝ h´1
f ,

where hf is a (essentially unique) homeomor-

phism of T. If α is diophantine, then hf is nec-

essarily smooth and therefore our construction

provides still the type II1 hyperfinite factor. If

α is Liouville, things go differently. In this sit-

uation, we are looking at diffeomorphisms as

above for which the unique probability mea-

sure, invariant under the rotations, satisfies

m ˝ h´1
f K m,



m “ dθ
2π being the Haar measure on T. Such

diffeomorfisms are explicitly constructed in ”S.

Matsumoto: Nonlinearity 26 (2013), 1401-1414”

for any prescribed Krieger-Araki-Woods ratio-

set.∗

For our construction, the probability measure

µ :“ m ˝ hf plays a crucial role. It is then possi-

ble to exhibit a state ωµ canonically associated

to the measure µ, and our non type II1 rep-

resentations πωµ produce hyperfinite von Neu-

mann factors isomorphic to the crossed prod-

uct

πωµpA2αq
2 „ L8pT, µq nR2α

Z „ L8pT,mq nρ Z.

Here, β is the dual action of f on functions:

βpgq :“ g ˝ f .

∗For the dynamical system pX,T, νq for which the prob-
ability measure ν (supposed to be atom-less) is quasi-
invariant and ergodic for the action of the automor-
phism T , the ratio-set rpT q determines the type of the
factor L8pX, νq nT Z, provided it is not of type II1.



For such representations, we also construct a
one-parameter family of modular spectral triple,
one for each η P r0,1s, whose twists are con-
structed by taking into account of the modular
data, provided α is a Liouville number satisfy-
ing a faster approximation property by ratio-
nals.†

By considering the von Neumann algebra M :“
πωµpA2αq

2 equipped with the ”measure” ω :“
x ¨ ξωµ , ξωµy, we consider the various noncom-
mutative Lp spaces LppMq, and define the Fourier
transform(s). At level of Hilbert spaces (i.e.
L2pMq), we show that they ”diagonalise” the
involved deformed Dirac operators Dpηq, for
η “ 0,1{2,1, corresponding to the left, sym-
metric and right embeddings

L8
`

πpA2αq
2
˘

” L8pMq ”M

ãÑM˚ ” L1pMq ” L1`πpA2αq
2
˘

,

†In our preliminary construction, for such a purpose we
consider only the Tomita modular operator ∆, the con-
jugation J will play a crucial role in a more refined
analysis.



of M in M˚ associated to the underlying state

ω.

In order to exhibit such examples of modular

spectral triples associated to type III represen-

tations for which the domain of the commu-

tator, deformed by the modular operator, is

indeed a dense subalgebra of A2α, we need to

suitably change the undeformed Dirac operator

D :“

ˆ

0 L
L˚ 0

˙

,

where

L “ pB1 ` ıB2q. (1)

Here, the Bi are the partial derivatives w.r.t.

the angles θi, i “ 1,2, of functions f
`

eıθ1, eıθ2
˘

on the 2-torus T2 which in our context, for

z P T and n P Z, assume the form

pB1gqnpzq :“ ız
dgn
dz
pzq, pB2gqnpzq :“ ıngnpzq.



The closed operator L arises by representing L

on the Hilbert space Hω.

By following the proposal in ”A. Connes and

W. D van Suijlekom W. D: Spectral trunca-

tions in noncommutative geometry and oper-

ator systems, Commun. Math. Phys.,

doi:10.1007/s00220-020-03825-x” we can in-

deed exhibit models of modular spectral triples

without changing the intrinsic object (1), but

the price to pay is to restrict the domain of the

deformed commutator to an ”essential” oper-

ator space instead of a dense ˚-algebra.‡

It is also possible to provide a proposal for a

deformed Fredholm module which is naturally

associated to modular spectral triples, and ap-

pears new also for the undeformed case asso-

ciated to the canonical trace on the noncom-

mutative torus.
‡The meaning of ”essential” is explained below.



By taking into account of the pivotal model
previously described, we end by providing the
definition of deformed spectral triples, and the
associated Fredholm modules which will de-
scribe the general situation.

the noncommutative torus

and type III representations

For a fixed α P R, the noncommutative torus
A2α (the factor 2 is pure matter of conve-
nience), i.e. that associated with the rotation
by the angle 4πα, is the universal C˚-algebra
with identity I generated by the commutation
relations involving two noncommutative uni-
tary indeterminates U, V :

UU˚ “ U˚U “ I “ V V ˚ “ V ˚V,

UV “ e4πıαV U. (2)

We express A2α in the so called Weyl form.
Let a :“ pm,nq P Z2 be a double sequence of



integers, and define

W paq :“ e´2πıαmnUmV n, a P Z2.

Obviously, W p0q “ I, and the commutation re-
lations (2) become

W paqW pAq “W pa`Aqe2πıασpa,Aq,

W paq˚ “W p´aq, a,A P Z2, (3)

where the symplectic form σ is defined as

σpa,Aq :“ pmN ´Mnq,

a “ pm,nq, A “ pM,Nq P Z2.

We now fix a function f P BpZ2q, which we may
assume to have finite support. The element
W pfq P A2α is then defined as

W pfq :“
ÿ

aPZ2

fpaqW paq.

The set tW pfq | f P BpZ2qwith finite supportu
provides a dense ˚-algebra of A2α. We also
recall that A2α is simple and has a necessarily
unique and faithful trace

τpW pfqq :“ fp0q, W pfq P A2α.



Any element A P A2α is uniquely determined by

the corresponding Fourier coefficients

fpaq :“ τpW p´aqAq, a P Z2.

The relations (3) transfer on the generators

W pfq as follows

W pfq˚ “W pf‹q, W pfqW pgq “W pf ˚2α gq,

where

f‹paq :“ fp´aq,

pf ˚2α gqpaq “
ÿ

APZ2

fpAqgpa´Aqe´2πıασpa,Aq.

To construct type III representations, we re-

strict α to be a so called L-numbers (L stands

for Liouville), which are numbers, automati-

cally irrational, which admit a ”fast approx-

imation by rationals”. Here, we report the

definition of Liouville and that we call ”ultra-

liouville” numbers.



L A Liouville number α P p0,1q is a real num-
ber such that for each N P N the inequality

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

α´
p

q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ă
1

qN

has an infinite number of solutions for p, q P
N with pp, qq “ 1.

UL A Ultra-Liouville number α P p0,1q is a real
number such that, for each λ ą 1 and N P

N, the inequality
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

α´
p

q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ă
1

λq
N

again admits infinite number of solutions
for p, q as above.

Any L-number is irrational, and in addition
each UL-number is a L-number.

Our construction is based upon the explicit
knowledge of special C8-diffeomorphisms (sim-
ply denoted by ”diffeomorphisms) of the circle



such that ρpf q “ 2α. Such diffeomorfisms are

constructed in the above mentioned paper of

Matsumoto for a prescribed ratio-set F , but

without any control on the so-called growth

sequence, playing also a crucial role in con-

structing modular spectral triples.

The growth sequence is defined as

Γnpf q :“ }Df n}8 _ }Df ´n}8, n P N.

It was proven (cf. ”N. Watanabe: Geom.

Funct. Anal. 17 (2007), 320-331) that, in

our situation, the growth sequence is not too

wild: Γnpf q “ opn2q. We prove that:

(i) for all diffeomorphisms f in Proposition 2.1

of M (constructed by fixing any preassigned

ratio-set), we have Γnpf q “ opnq;



(ii) if in addition α is a UL-number, with the

same method in M it is possible to con-

struct diffeomorpisms with any preassigned

ratio-set, and in addition Γnpf q “ oplnnq.

Our construction of non type II1 representa-

tions of the noncommutative torus starts by

noticing that, if ν P SpCpTqq (i.e. ν is a proba-

bility measure on the circle) then

ωµpW pfqq :“
ÿ

mPZ
µ̌pmqfpm,0q (4)

defines a state on A2α.§

For any diffeomorphism f as before, and µ “

m ˝ hf , the crucial fact is that

µ ˝R2n
α „ µ, n P Z, (5)

§The normalised trace corresponds to ν “ dθ
2π

.



and therefore the support of ωµ in the bidual

is central: spωµq P ZpA˚˚2αq.
¶

Put for simplicity ω “ ωµ We notice that the

modular structure (ı.e. ∆ω, Jω) is explicitly

expressed by the Radon-Nikodym derivatives

dµ ˝R2n{dµ, n P Z. The representations we are

searching for (including the type III ones) are

those πω associated to the states ωµ previously

described. In this case

πωpA2αq
2 „ L8pT,dµqnR2α

Z „ L8pT,dθ{2πqnβZ.

is an hyperfinite factor acting in standard form

with a copy of L8 as MASA, whose type is

determined by the Krieger-Araki-Woods ratio-

set.

¶This simply means that the GNS vector ξωµ is also sep-
arating.



the Fourier transform

The key-point for the construction of noncom-
mutative Lp spaces is the modular theory. ‖ In
fact, for x PM the map

t P R ÞÑ σωt pxqω ” ω
`

¨σωt pxq
˘

PM˚

extends to a bounded and continuous map on
the strip tz P C | ´1 ď Imz ď 1u, analytic in the
interior. After putting L1

θ pMq :“ M˚, θ P r0,1s,
and L8θ pMq :“ ιθ8,1pMq „ M and checking that
the complex interpolation functor C 1 based on
such analytic functions coincides (equal norms)
with the standard one C, it is possible to define
L
p
θpMq :“ C1{ppι

θ
8,1pMq,M˚q, 1 ă p ă `8. In

such a way, for 1 ď p ď q ď `8 there are
contractive embeddings

ιθq,p : LqθpMq ãÑ L
p
θpMq.

‖See e.g. ”H Kosaki: J. Funct. Anal. 56 (1984),
29-78”, ”M. Terp: J. Operator Theory 9 (1982), 327-
360”. Another equivalent approach is in ”U. Hageerup:
Colloques Internationaux C.N.R.S. 274 (1979), 175-
184”.



We also remark (cf. ”F. Fidaleo: J. Funct.

Anal. 169 (1999), 226-250”) that one can

equip the Lp-spaces with a canonical opera-

tor space structure arising from the canonical

embedding ιθ8,1 : M Ñ M˚, which incidentally

is also completely bounded. It is possible to

show that such an operator space structure

coincides with the Pisier OH-structure at level

of Hilbert spaces.

Concerning a suitable definition of the Fourier

transform for such cases (i.e. when the refer-

ence measure is not the trace), we have to un-

derstand what is the best replacement of the

”characters” eıpn1θ1`n2θ2q, which for the tra-

cial case correspond to U
n1
1 U

n2
2 (where U1 ” U ,

U2 “ V ). In the cases we are managing, the

choices are reported as follows.



We put fkpm,nq :“ δm,0δn,k, glpm,nq :“ zphf q
lpmqδn,0,

and define tukl | k, l P Zu Ă A2α where

ukl :“ πω
`

W pfkqW pglq
˘

, k, l P Z.∗∗

We can embed (left one) such elements in
Hω “

À

ZL
2pT,dmq by defining ekl :“ uklξω.

We get

ekln pzq “ zlδn,k , k, l P Z .

It is easily seen that

xers, eRSy “ δr,R

¿

zs´S
dz

2πız
“ δr,Rδs,S , (6)

that is the ekl form and orthonormal system.

Now we pass to the definition of the Fourier
transform, which will be defined by looking at
the left embedding of M into M˚ as follows.
For a “ πωpAq PM .

x :“ ωp ¨ aq “: La PM˚ “ L1pM,ωq ” L1pMq,

∗∗Here, hf pzq replaces one of the coordinates correspond-
ing to gpzq “ z. Notice that the new coordinate hf pzq
is in general not smooth.



we put

x̂pk, lq :“ ω
`

u˚klaq .

For general x P M˚ “ L1pMq ” L1
0pMq, the for-

mula assumes the form

x̂pk, lq “ xpu˚klq. (7)

Al level of L2
0pMq „ Hω, for x “ aξω we obtain

x̂pk, lq “ xx, ekly. as expected. Therefore, for

generic elements ξ P Hω we still get

x̂pk, lq “ xx, ekly, k, l P Z.

The other possibility (essentially related to the

right embedding) assumes the form

uxpk, lq :“ ωpauklq, k, l P Z. (8)

At level of Hilbert spaces, for ξ P Hω we get

uξpk, lq :“ xx,Ekly, k, l P Z,

where the involved orthonormal bases is deter-

mined by Ekl :“ Jωekl, k, l P Z.



For both definitions, we first have the non-

commutative generalisation of classical/tracial

results (where # stands for each of the pre-

viously defined Fourier Transform, and for the

corresponding left or right Lp-spaces):

(i) Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma: pL1pM,ωqq# (
copZ2q with x# “ 0 ñ x “ 0, }x#}co ď }x}L1.

(ii) The Fourier transform is a unitary map be-

tween L2
#pMq and `2pZ2q:

}x#}`2 “ }x}L2, x P Hω.

Consequently, The formula is well defined

for all Lp#pMq, 1 ď p ď 2.

(iii) Hausdorfff-Young Theorem: for p P r1,2s

and q P r2,`8s its conjugate exponent, the



Fourier transform extends to a complete

contraction

F#
p,q : Lp#pMq Ñ `qpZ2q .

In addition, for p “ 2 F#
2,2 provides a com-

plete isometry when the involving Hilbert

spaces are equipped with Pisier OH-structure.

(iv) Fejer and Abel Theorems: for 1 ď p ď 2

and x P L
p
#pMq, we have for the limit in

the Lp-norm,

ÿ

|k|,|l|ďN

ˆ

1´
|k|

N ` 1

˙̂

1´
|l|

N ` 1

˙

x#pk, lqι#8,ppuk,lqÑx.

ÿ

k,lPZ
r|k|`|l| x#pk, lqι#8,ppuk,lq Ñ x,

when N Ñ `8, r Ò 1.

We can also define the corresponding Fourier



anti-transforms

f P `1pZ2q ÞÑ

"

f̌ “
ř

k,lPZ fpk, lqukl
f̆ “

ř

k,lPZ fpk, lqu
˚
kl
PM,

and prove the results corresponding to the (com-

plete) boundedness for the restrictions to such

maps to `p, p P r1,2s, and some other natural

ones.

modular spectral triples

When α is a UL-number defined before, we can

construct a ”genuine” modular spectral triple

for A2α.

For the corresponding twisted Dirac operators,

we put

Dn “

ˆ

0 Ln
L˚n 0

˙

:“

¨

˝

0
´

ız d
dz ´ anI

¯

´

´ız d
dz ´ anI

¯

0

˛

‚



with

an :“ signpnq

|n|
ÿ

l“1

1

Γ
l´

1´signpnq
2

pf q
, n P Z.

For η P r0,1s, we then define deformed Dirac

Operators as

Dpηq “
à

nPZ

˜

0 M
δ
η´1
n

LnMδ
´η
n

M
δ
´η
n

L˚nMδ
η´1
n

0

¸

“
à

nPZ
D
pηq
n “

˜

0 ∆η´1
ω L∆´η

ω

∆´η
ω L˚∆η´1

ω 0

¸

,

with the associated twisted derivation

Dpηq “ ı

˜

0 ∆η´1
ω rL, ¨ s∆´η

ω

∆´η
ω rL˚, ¨ s∆η´1

ω 0

¸

.

Here, Γ is the growth sequence previously de-

fined, and

δnpzq :“
dm ˝ f n

dm
pzq “

zpDf nqpzq
f npzq

, z P T, n P Z



are nothing else the previous Radon-Nikodym
derivatives describing the modular operator.

We can prove the following results, crucial to
construct modular spectral triples:

(i) the Dpηq have compact resolvent, provided
that Γnpf q “ oplnnq;

(ii) the twisted commutators Dpηq admit in their
domain a dense ˚-algebra Ao2α Ă A2α, stable
under the entire functional calculus.

As an application of the above Fourier trans-
forms, we can show that those ”diagonalise”
the deformed twisted operators Dp0q, Dp1q, and
finally Dp1{2q, obtaining for k, l, r, s P Z,

@

∆´1
ω Lekl, ers

D

“pıl ´ akq
z1{δkps´ lqδk,r,

@

L∆´1
ω ekl, ers

D

“pıs´ akq
z1{δkps´ lqδk,r,

@

∆
´1{2
ω L∆

´1{2
ω Ekl, Ers

D

“´
`

ılδl,s ` a´k pδkpl ´ sq
˘

δk,r.



an intrinsic example of modular spectral triples

The models described in [1], Section 9, provide
examples of modular spectral triples associated
to non type II1 representations. The situation
of that paper provides spectral triples where
the ”smooth” operators constitute indeed a ˚-
subalgebra. In the last situation however, the
undeformed Dirac operator is non an intrinsic
object but depends on the chosen state.

Indeed, consider the subset C0 Ă CpTq defined
by

C0 :“
 

f ˝ hT2 | f P C
1pTq

(

.

For each finite subset J Ă Z, consider the func-
tions fkpm,nq :“ xFkpmqδn,0 with Fk P C0, and
gkpm,nq :“ δm,0δn,k. We define B0 Ă BpZ2q as
the set of all functions††

f :“
ÿ

kPJ

pfk ˚2α gkq, J Ă Z finite . (9)

††By definition, T is a ”square-root of the diffeomor-
phism f , i.e. T 2 “ f , and the right ”coordinate” is
hf pzq instead of z.



We also define

Aoo2α :“
 

W pfq | f P B0
(

.

One can see that Aoo2α is a unital ˚-algebra,

which is dense in A2α by construction.‡‡

Indeed, fix such a diffeomorphism f of the cir-

cle, having rotation number 2α and prescribed

ratio-set, and define the triple T :“ pω,L,Eq as

follows. The state ω is constructed as previ-

ously described by the abelian dynamical sys-

tem pT, f ,dθ{2πq, L is the intrinsic object in (1),

and finally E is the subspace of BpHωq gener-

ated by tPNπωpAoo2αqPN | N P Nu with PN is the

self-adjoint projection in BpHωq onto the sub-

space
À

|n|ďN L
2pT,dθ{2πq. Notice that, if we

adjoin the multiples of the identity, E`CI is an

‡‡We remark that A2α is in the domain of the twisted
commutator Dpηq. In addition, one can seen that, as
the domain of Dpηq, one can choose a dense ˚-algebra
closed under the holomorphic functional calculus.



operator space. In addition, supN PN “ I, and
therefore E is ”essential” in this sense.

We also note that, the Dirac operator deformed
according to the modular structure associated
to ω is given by

DT :“

ˆ

0 ∆´1
ω L

L˚∆´1
ω 0

˙

,

which has compact resolvent in all cases under
consideration in the present situation.

The following result collects the computation
in [1], Section 8, asserting that T :“ pω,L,Eq is
a genuine spectral triple based on an essential
operator space.

theorem

The operator system E is in the domain of the
twisted derivation

Dp0q “ ı

ˆ

0 ∆´1
ω rL, ¨ s

rL˚, ¨ s∆´1
ω 0

˙

,



where L is the closed operator obtained by rep-

resenting L “ B1 ` ıB2 on Hω.

We now pass to discuss the possibility to define

a kind of deformed Fredholm module which

can arise from modular spectral triple. For this

aim, define

Do :“tξ
à

η P Hω
à

Hω | ξn, ηn P ACpTq,
ξ1n, η

1
n P L

2pT,dθ{2πq, n P Zu .

With a slightly abuse of notation, we put D :“

DT with DPKKerpDq acting on PKKerpDqpHω
À

Hωq.

In such a situation, D “ |D|F “ F |D| is non-

singular, and Γ :“

ˆ

∆ω 0
0 I

˙

, and A “

ˆ

a 0
0 a

˙

for a P E, we define on Do,

rF, as
poq
T :“

`

FΓAΓ´1 ´ Γ´1AΓF
˘

`
`

F |D|ΓAΓ´1|D|´1 ´ |D|´1Γ´1AΓ|D|F
˘

.

We also put dTpaq :“ Dp0qpaq.



theorem

For a P E, rF, as
poq
T uniquely extends to a bounded

operator rF, asT satisfying

rF, asT “ |DT|
´1dTpaq ` dTpaq|DT|

´1 , (10)

Therefore, rF, asT is compact.

Notice that

– The domain of the deformed derivation Do

and the deformed Fredholm module can

be enlarged to te operator system E, the

closure of E under the ”C1-norm” rsarsT :“

}a} ` }dTpaq}.

– Even in the usual case associated to the

canonical trace of A2α when Γ :“

ˆ

I 0
0 I

˙

,

the our definition of the Fredholm module

must be ”deformed”.



– We can provide a suitable general defini-

tion of a modular spectral triple, which

gives rise to a deformed Fredholm module

as above.

We end by briefly discussing a simple one di-

mensional example based on an slightly differ-

ent one reported in ”I. Forsyth, B. Mesland and

A. Rennie: Dense domains, symmetric opera-

tors and spectral triples, New York J. Math.

20 (2014), 1001-1020”.

example

We briefly discuss the 1-dimensional torus T,

whose (abelian) C˚-algebra is described by CpTq.
In this situation, the Dirac operator D :“ z d

dz
is nothing else that the (positive) square root

of the opposite of the laplacian. On a gener-

ator given by the multiplication operator a :“

Mf for the function fpzq “ zl, and a function



ξpzq “
ř

k ξkz
k P L2

`

T, dz
2πız

˘

whose Fourier se-
ries has finite support, we have after disregard-
ing the kernel of D consisting of the constant
functions,

rFT, asξ “ pFa´ aF qξ ` pF |D|a|D|
´1 ´ |D|´1a|D|F qξ

“pFa´ |D|´1aDqξ ` pDa|D|´1 ´ aF qξ

“
ÿ

tk|k,k`l‰0u

„ˆ

k ` l

|k ` l|
´

k

|k ` l|

˙

`

ˆ

k ` l

|k|
´
k

|k|

˙

zk`l

“l
ÿ

tk|k,k`l‰0u

ˆ

1

|k ` l|
`

1

|k|

˙

zk`l

“
`

|D|´1rD, as ` rD, as|D|´1˘ξ .

The dense ˚-algebra A on which is based the
(deformed) definition of the Fredholm module
is given by

A :“ spantzk | k P Zu
rs rsT

“ C1pTq ,

where rs rsT is the C1-norm corresponding to
that of the uniform convergence of functions
together with their 1st derivative.



We also remark that, conversely to this simple
model, Example 3.1 in the above cited paper
cannot provide a Fredholm module (for both
definitions, the usual undeformed and the de-
formed one given here) for this simple reason.
On Cpr0,2πsq with one of the usual self-adjoint
Dirac operators Dχ, |χ| “ 1 given by ´ıd

dθ, with

DDχ “tf P ACpr0,2πsq | fp0q

“χfp2πq, f 1 P L2pr0,2πsqu

(e.g. Example in Section VIII.2 of Reed-Simon
book), any dense ˚-subalgebra A of Cpr0,2πsq
on which the commutator with one of the above
Dirac operators provides bounded elements must
contain a function f for which fp0q ‰ fp2πq.
For such a function, the asymptotic of the
Fourier coefficients tf̂pkqukPZ is at most 1{k or
worst. Therefore, on one hand the deformed
commutator rF, asT, defined in any appropriate
domain, is meaningless. On the other hand,
rF, as, again defined in any appropriate domain,
cannot provide a compact operator as shown
in the above paper.


